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Abstract
Results of resistivity and Hall effect measurements in Lal_.Ca.Co03 (0.1<
z <0,5) epitaxkd films and ceramics are presented. The spontaneous Hall
effect in Lal_ZCasCo03 (LCCO) is observed for ferromagnetic samples with
z ~0.2. The Hall effect is largest near the magnetic percolation threshold
z=O.2. For 2=0.2, the Iow-field slope of the Hall resistivity, PZV/(PO~), attains a large value of 2x 10-6m3/C below the Curie temperature TC, which
may be applied to sensitive low-field detection. Except near the magnetic
percolation threshold, the longitudinal resistivity of LCCO decreases with
increasing field at all temperatures. Anomalous temperature-dependent magnetoresistance occurs in the sample with z=O.2, which may be associated with
the spin-state transition in LCCO.

I. INTRODUCTION

The perovskite cobaltite oxide Lal_r Ca=Co03 (LCCO) is ferromagnetic for r >0.15, with
the Curie temperature increasing up to T, %180 K for z =0,3-0,5 [1] (see Fig. 1, upper inset).
Substitution of divalent Ca for trivalent Lain the parent compound LaCoOs results in mixed
valency of Co ions (C03+ /Co4+ ), and chemically doped holes induce ferromagnetism via the
double-exchange interaction [2–4]. Both the trivalent and tetravalent cobalt ions are known
to exist in multiple spin configurations. For instance, low- and high-spin states for trivalent
cobalt ions have the electronic configurations of t$j~e~ (COZIJ) and tj~e~ (C03+ ), with spin
S=0 and 2, correspondingly [5,6], In LaCo03, the crystal-field splitting energy is larger than
the Hund’s energy, and the trivalent Co ions are in the low-spin state at low temperatures.
Divalent Ca ions in La1_zCaZCo03 polarize the oxygen p-electrons and stabilize the highspin configuration of trivalent Co ions because of the reduced crystal-field effect. As a
result, magnetic clusters are formed near each divalent atom. With the increasing doping
concentration, the clusters reach magnetic and conducting percolation threshold. A similar
system, Lal_z SrzCo03, is found to have metallic electrical conduction for 0.3< x <0.5, with
“hole-poor”, lower-spin matrix interpenetrating the metallic “hole-rich”, higher-spin regions
[5,6]. In this work, we report the observations of a giant ferromagnetic Hall effect and
magnetoresistance in LCCO. The possible physical origin of these phenomena is discussed in .
the context of magnetic clusters and spin transitions due to the multiple spin configurations
of the c.obaltites.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The transport properties are studied in LCCOepitaxial films r=O.2, 0.3, and 0.5) and
in a LCCO z=O.1 ceramic sample. The films, (2-5) mmx(2-5) mmx(100-300) nm in size,
are grown by pulsed laser deposition using stoichiometric targets of LCCO, in 100 mTorr
of oxygen. The temperature of the LaA103 substrates is 7000C. The growth is followed by
annealing in 1 atm. oxygen at 900°C for ten hours, and the epitaxy of the films is confirmed
by x-ray rocking curves. The results for the z=O.5 samples [7] are very similar to those for
the z=O.3 sample and are not shown here. The ceramic sample, 6.1 mmx2,8 mmx 1.7 mm
in size, is cut from the LCCO target with z=O.1. The magnetic field is applied perpendicular
to the plane of the largest dimensions. Details of transport measurements are given in Ref.
[7].

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the temperature (7’) dependence of the electrical resistivity p in zero
magnetic field. The sample with z=O.3 exhibits metallic-like resistivity. Below TC, increasing
magnetic order with decreasing temperature decreases carrier scattering and therefore results
in a large decrease in the resistivity on coclling through T. (Fig. 1, lower inset). The
resistivity of the samples with x=O.2 and 0.1 has semiconducting-like

behavior (Fig. 1,

main panel), which has been attributed to rapping of holes at the divalent doping ions [5].
The magnetic field (J7) dependence of he resistivity is depicted in Fig. 2. The origin
of the negative magnetoresistancc for r=o.3 can be understood in terms of conventional
behavior for metallic ferromagnets, where the magnetoresisti~’ity is duc to tllc suppression
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of the spin-disorder scattering, which is strongest near the transition temperature, see Fig.
2, bottom panel.
For the ceramic z=O.1 sample (Fig. 2, top panel), the magnetoresistance

is also negative,

and at low temperatures attains relatively larger values (up to 25$ZO) than those of the metallic
samples. Unlike samples with high concentration of the Ca atoms, which demonstrate
bulk ferromagnetisrn, the z=O. I sample consists of isolated clusters containing C03+ and
tetravalent cobalt ions. These clusters are localized at the Ca ions at low temperatures.
The electrical conduction occurs via the hopping motion of holes in the insulating matrix of
low-spin, trivalent Colll ions. Each hopping process consists of transferring the tetravalent
v

configuration (Co’ or C04+ ) from one Co ion to another, accompained by transforming
of the neighboring CO1l} ions into C03+ ions [5]. With increasing temperature, the ratio of
C03+ to CoII] “Ions in the matrix increases, facilitating the hopping process and increasing the
conductivity. On the other hand, the presence of an external magnetic field helps aligning
the spins of C03+ and C04+ (COIV ) ions, thereby increasing the hopping rate and resulting
in negative magnetoresistivity. With increasing temperature, the correlations bet~veen the
spins of C03+ and C04+(C01V) ions become weaker, therefore larger fields are required to
align the spins, and the magnetoresistance decreases (Fig. 2, top panel). We note that
the magnetoresistance data on LCCO with z=O.1 and 0.3 are consistent with those on
Lal-=Sr=CoOs with the same doping levels [8].
On the other hand, the LCCO sample with z=O.2 exhibits an anomalous magnetoresistance behavior (Fig. 2, middle panel), which has not been seen in Lal-=Sr1C003. The
relative change of the resist i~~ity with the magnetic field [p(}]) – P(0)] /P(0) in I, C’(’() with
r=O.2 is of the order of 1 ‘%, smaller than that for x=O.3 (Fig. 2, lmltolt] lm]]el). f\t l]igh
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temperatures (T >=120 K), the magnetorcsistance is negative over the w~hole field range. At
lower temperatures, the resistivity as a function of the ix)creasing magnetic field exhibits a
nonmonotonic behavior (Fig. 2, middle panel): the initial decrease at small fields is followed
by an increase at larger fields. This positive upturn contribution to the resistivity at high
fields increases as the temperature is lowered (compare the isotherms at 7’=1 12.7 K, 101.4
K, and 91.7 K in Fig. 2, middle panel). However, when the temperature decreases further,
the negative contribution grows substantially, and the positive upturn in the p – vs – H
curves becomes less pronounced. (See the isotherm at T=65.7 K in Fig. 2. middle panel.)
The complexity of the magnetoresistivity behavior in LCCO with x=O.2 may be related to
the closeness of T= to the temperature where the C03+ /ColZ’ ratio in the intercluster matrix
reaches 50:50 (%1 10 K, according to Ref. [5]). This novel behavior in the magnetoresistance
of LCCO awaits further theoretical investigations. We also note that the occurrence of the
nonmonotonic field dependence of the resistivity coinsides with the temperature interval in
which the giant spontaneous Hall effect is observed. (See Ref. [7], Fig. 3, and the discussion

below).
Figure 3 is a representative result of the Hall effect measurements on LCCO with z=O.2.
In our previous work [7], we have demonstrated that the Hall resistivity in LCCO for
0.2< z <0.5 is proportional to the magnetization M: P.U(H, T) = R,(T) [poM(ll, T)].
where Rs is the spontaneous Hall coefficient, and p. is the permeability of vacuum. The
spontaneous Hall coefficient in LCCO peaks nearest the transition temperature, with
3

R,(T, ) xO.25X 10-6 m /C for r=O.3 ancl 0.5 and 1.345x 10-fi m3/C for .r=O.2. The latter
value is the largest for known crystal lographically single-phase fcrromagncts [7]. For z=O. 1.
no Hall effect signal can Iw detected ~ritl~in our instrulllcl](al resolution. ~\s illllst rated i n
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Fig. 3, the P=u – vs – H curves for z=O.2 becomes progressively more nonlinear as the
temperature is decreased in the paramagnetic state above T. %1 10 K. In the ferromagnetic
state, the Hall resistivity as a function of Ii is found to be hysteretic [7]. If the sample
is cooled in lZ=O, the Hall resistivity at T < T, shows a very sharp rise with increasing
magnetic field, consistent with alignment of magnetic domains. We investigate this initial
increase of pzv(ll) by using a small copper coil to

supply small fields UP to +30x 10-4 T

(Fig. 3, bottom panel, inset). Within this magnetic field range, the Hall resistivity is linear
with field and is reversible. The temperature dependence of the slope

prv/(poIf) is shown

in the main panel of Fig. 3. (We note that pZV/(pOH) should not be confused with R~:
/&/(Po~) = R~~/~ = R,x, where x is the susceptibility. ) The slope increases with the
increasing temperature, passes through a maximum p= U/(poll) ~Zx 10-6m3/C at T =97 K
and drops to 5 X 10-8m3/C at T =110 K. (The latter value is inferred from measurements
over a larger

field range). The peaking behavior of p.v/(po H) — VS — T in the ferromagnetic

state is due to the decreasing susceptibility and increasing spontaneous Hall coefficient R,

with the increasing temperature.
In order to appreciate the large magnitude of the slope prV/(poH) in IJCCO with z=O.2,
we estimate the “effective” carrier density n, had the Hall effect in LCCO been entirely due
to the Lorentz force rather than the magnetization.

Using pry/( po}l) = l/(ne),

where e is

the electron charge, we obtain a small value n=3x 1024m-3, comparable to that in sensitive
semiconducting Hall-effect magnetometers.
The spontaneous Hall effect in magnetic materials is generalll’ associated tvith the spinorl)it interaction [9,10]. In LCCO, the spin-orbit interact ion ill Il]e ft’1.lc)ll]agrl(’tic s t a t e
nlay be further enhanced at the boundaries between the Ioiv-sl)ill. Ioiv-colldilcl io]l al)d the

high-spin, high-conduction regions,
In summary, the Lal_, CarCo03 system exhibits novel behavior in the magnetoresistance
for 2=0.2 and a very large spontaneous Hall effect at z zO.2. These phenomena may be
attributed to the novel magnetism associated with the coexistence of multiple spin configurations in the cobaltites. On the practical sicle, our finding of the giant Hall effect in these
cobaltites appears promising for applications to sensitive low-field magnetometers.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig 1. (Upper panel) The resistivity versus temperature for the r==O.1 ceramic sample
and for the two epitaxial films (with z=O.2 and 0.3). Upper inset: the doping dependence
of the transition temperature TC(X) in Lal.=Caz CoOs. Lower inset: p(T) -dependence for

Lao.7Ca0.3Co03 in magnetic fields O and 6.5 T.
Fig. 2. (Upper panel) The magnetic field dependence of the longitudinal resistivity for
z=O.1, 0.2, and 0.3. The temperature is indicated near each curve. Solid lines are guides to
the eye.
Fig. 3. Top panel: The Hall resistivity versus magnetic field for a z=O.2 epitaxial film
sample. The temperature is indicated near each curve in Kelvins. Note a very steep rise of
p.v at low fields and at T < T. %110 K. Bottom panel: The initial slope of the pzy – vs – H
curves as a function of temperature below 7; S110 K for a z=O.2 epitaxial film sample.
Inset: p=y – vs – H at low fields for the same sample at T=97.S K.
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